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On Solutions of the Wave Equation with 
a Sublinear Dissipative Term 
MITSUHIKO NAKAO 
The cx~stcnc~ of periochc solution and a certain dcca~ propcrt! Ibr Ihc nonlinear 
dissipative wave equation 
II,, - Au +- a(u,) =/ 111 Rx.0 (or R-XL?) 
with the boundary condilron uliu 7 0 arc provcd, whew U is 3 bounded domam in 
R” and CT(V) is a sublmcar function. say. IT(~) : k,, IG( -‘I. k,, > 0. 0 i r i 1. c ,‘)h7 
/\C3dwllC P1csa In‘ 
In this article we are lirst concerned with the existence of w-periodic 
solution of the nonlinear dissipative wave equation 
u,, - nu + n(u,) =./‘(x, f) in !S x R, 
u(x, 2) = 0 on iX’ x R and u(x, t) = u(x, I + (1)) for (xt I) ED x R, 
(P.P) 
where Q is a bounded domain in R” with a smooth (say, C’“-class) boun- 
dary ZR, /is a given clqeriodic (in t) function and ~$5) is a function like 
k,, ( 1: j -- r~l, k,, > 0, 0 -c r < 1 . 
When C(C) is a function of linear growth or supcrlinear as !cJ + zc. i.e.: 
a(~) is a function like k, 1~1” C, k, 3 0, r > 0, this problem (P.P) has been 
considered by many aulhors in rather general setting (but under certain 
restrictions on r. say. O<r <4/(/j- 2)) (Prodi [lS], Amcrio-Prouse [I]. 
Biroli [a], Biroli-Haraux [3], Nakao [lo]. ctc; set the references cited in 
Vejvoda [IX]). In the superlincar case the estimate for J’;;’ jB U(ZI,) 11, L/S- dt, 
which is easily dcrivcd, implies immediately the eslimatc for :[;,” (Iu,(~)(/:, ~l’r. 
This is the starting point for the existence problem of pcriodlc solution (cf. 
Prodi [ 151). But, in the sublinear case this is not the C;LSC and WC must 
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make a new device, Here we shall show that an estimate fer 
5; jn iV(lu,l’ ‘u,)/* & LA is utilized to overcome the difficulty. 
To the author’s knowledge there has been no result on the existence of 
periodic solution for the sublinear cast except for the author’s recent work 
[13], where the equations in one space dimension have been treated. 
In the second part we shall invcstigatc the decay property of the iniliaj- 
boundary value problem 
II,, -AU + (T(U,) =S(.Y, t) in QxR+(.N-=[O:,r,)) 
11(x, 0) = u,,(x), U,(.Y: 0) = K!(X): and ilj is1 = 0: 
(I.12) 
where Q is again a bounded domain in R” with smooth boundary K?. 
When C(C) is superlinear, say, a(~:) =k,,l~.!’ 2:. k,, >O. v>O. we know the 
decay estimate 
provided that ‘I f’(r)11 r~jr2, tends to 0 rapidly and 0 < I’ d 4!(11-- 2) (0 < I’ < :z 
if n = 1: 2), where C, is a constant depending on E(u(0)) (cf. Nakao [a, 9 j. 
For more general result SW Nakao [ll, 121, Yamada [20].) The method 
deriving (1 ) is not applicable in the original iorm to the sublinear cast, 
because for (1) the estimate of j;+ ’ jCJ ~(11,) II, ri.~ C./S is again used direct!;; 
to get the one of jr- ’ + ’ IU (7) 15: CAS, which is impossible in the case of suS- . 
linear dissipation. Here: iy making use of some regularity of solutions WC 
shall show that the solutions of (1.P) with certain regularity decay also a~ a 
rate similar to (1) even for the sublinear case. 
Recently in L13] we have been successful in showing the existence of 
periodic solution and also deriving a certain decay estimate for the non.. 
linear wax equation in one space dimension: 
zl ,r -- II,, +rr(x, u,)+p(x, zl)=f‘(x, 1) on Ix R (or lx R’j (2) 
with u/,.,=0. where I is a bounded interval in the real line R and C(X: z::). 
/1(x, U) are functions like &cl -’ L’, O<r< 1. and ic,(q’u. r.>O, respec- 
tively. To overcome the difficulty mentioned abokc WC have usccl in [ i 3 : 
the estimation like 
for t, < t2. This technique is, however, applicable only to the one-dimes. 
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sional case. while our device here can be applied to higher-dimensional 
equations, though we must restrict ourselves to the cast p(x, u) s 0. 
Our method is also related to quite recent works by Haraux [6] and the 
author [ 141, where the existence of periodic solution and decay property 
have been studied, respectively, for some stronger supcrlincar cases, say, 
G(u,) =kolu,lr u, with I’ > 4/(n - 2). 
Let us stale our precise hypotheses on CT and /I 
A.l. a( . ) belongs to C’(R - {O}) n C(R) and satisfies 
and (i)k,lz:l’ ‘~<(c)~;,<k,((cJ’-“+(cl) ICI 
(ii) k,J~l ‘<C’(C) (CZO) 
with some k,,>O: li, >O: and 0~ r < 1. (Indeed, the first inequality in (i) 
follows from (ii).) 
We call the hypothesis A.1 with (ii) replaced by the weaker one G’(C) > 0 
(o#O) as A’.l. 
A.2. f’(x, I) is dctincd 011 R x R, (u-periodic in t and belongs to 
L*( [O- c:,J; H’(n) n FqQ)) n L’2 -r)s” “(CO, tu]; L’2 r),(’ “(0)). 
In the sequel we set 
and 
A’.2.f’(x, f) is dctincd on Rx R ’ and belongs to f,/,,(R I: H:(O)) 
[,f,;; f):( 1 rj (jj+: /-(2--lPlI “(fJ,). 
We set 
and 
5, = y py(l):[ (.‘@j dt (if the right-hand side is convergent). 
‘0 
Our results read as follows. 
f( 1 - r);r if’1 ~nd4or~-~(n--4j,(n-2) 
‘=\2j(rz- 2)r il’n35orO<~~(n-Li),(/l-2j. 
1. Sow LrMMAS 
We write !IUljlj for I ul’,:ca,. The following well known lemma is esscnti:ll 
for our argument. 
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By a standard argument based on the Leray-Schauder degree theory or 
Browdcr-Petryshyn theorem ([4]) it suiIiccs for the proof of Theorem 1 to 
derive the a priori cstimatc 
for assumed w-periodic solution u(x, t). 
Through appropriate approximalc equations (or approximate solutions) 
we may assume u(.v, 1) is so smooth that the somewhat formal argument 
below may be rigorous (cf. Prodi [ 151, Nakao [ 131). 
Now, multiplying the equation of (P.P) by -Au, and taking account of 
the periodicity we have 
(5) 
where s,:, denotes the integration on any interval with length 0). (More 
rigorously the left-hand side of (5) should be understood as 
lim i j of (u,)lVu, iz 
i - 0 “U, (2 
dxdt= Lm [ [ a,(u,)(-du,)L~xd~ 
i, P 0 a,.) .Q 
= i i (T(zl,)( -.fzl,) dx dt 
“,:, * 32 
for appropriate smooth approximate functions 0,. of 0 (cf. [ 13]).) 
The equality (5) together with the assumption on a’(~,) implies 
(6) 
(Tt is not difficult to see that Iu,[ “?zi, belongs to H(,)(Q) for each t and that 
IIY IU,I ~~~zl~,ll;+J, Izl,I r u,( -Au,) dr). 
Here we use Lemma 1 to get (set (u,! “%,= 5) 
(lU,ll&C,‘!IV((U,I r,2u,)!j:0.(* ” iiU,i\i--y 
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(7; 
with O=nr/4 (note that nr!4< I ). 
Thus we have from (6) and (7) that for ,Q= (2-~):2. 
x sup Ildt)l ;, I 
where we have used the relations 211[1’;(2 - Y) = 0 < ! and 2( I -- 0) !I, 
(2 --- 2f.Ib - I’) = 1. The inequality (8) implies 
On the other hand, we multiply the equation of (P.P) by 11, and integrate 
ova [O, CD] x D to get 
and, by the assumption A.1. 
i 10) 
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From (9) and (IO) we obtain 
where C, denotes constants depending on S, and 6,. 
Next. multiplying the equation by U: intcgrating by parts and using ( IO) 
; dt 
\ 12 
) I K 
[ Ilz/,(t)il:Y~ dt 
II -r):(* r) 
+ C 
*<!I > 
+ i ill~,Cr)ll 
( 
-‘I) X 1 IVu(/)llfdI “* 
i ” ,?, I 
6C’ 
i 
J,, !lU,(/)ii~dZ+CS:) +i [ IlVZ1(t)!l:dt 
I -,(:I 
and, by virtue ol‘ (1 1 ), 
i;,, IlVu(t)ll; dt < C:, G2, (12) 
where we set 
G’= I + sup IIU,(t)lly* --0). 
I 
Thus, WC have Irom (11) and (12) 
(13) 
and hence there exists t* E [O. w] such that E(u(r*)) < C2@ (C, E <:,iUJ). 
Therefore, by the usual energy equality and the nonnegativity of c(Z(,) u,, 
we obtain 
d CzG2< c, { 1 +sup E(z,(,))‘:‘*--(I’). (14) 
NONI.IWAR ‘A’AW F.QCATTC)N 2!! 
Here WC note that since 0 = nr/4 and 0 < I’ < 4;~ if II 3 5: 
I 4 -= 
2.-.(] gr- I--n < I. 
and we conclude from (14) 
sup E(u(2)j < C(d,;, S,) < .x:. 
which is the desired estimate. 
The uniqueness follows easily from the strict monotonicity of IT(C) and 
the equality (cf. Strauss [ 171) 
for IWO possible solutions II, 1’ and the difference w = ZI -- i’. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is now complete. 
The cxistcncc and uniqueness in the class L,&(R-. : Hz(Q)) ,P 
I+‘,‘$ (I<‘; W;(Q) j is standard (cf. Lions-Strauss [7]) and our task is to 
derive the boundedness or i/Vu,(tjl12 + j’Au(t),lz and the decay estimate (3) 
for E(u(t)). The solution is given by the limit of smooth approximate 
solutions and hence, for our purpose, it suffices to dcrivc a priori estimates 
for assumed smooth solutions. WC give a somewhat formal argument. 
which can be made rigorously easily. In the scqucl w assume n 3 2. (For 
n= 1 see [13].) 
First. multiplication of the equation by --AU/ yields 
where we set 
Since 
(is; 
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and J^;r ‘IV’j’(t)ll, & < \CC, we have from (15) 
or 
SUP (Ilv4~),l2 + Il~4~)llJ 6 c, < -c: 
I li R I 
where C’, denotes, hercaftcr, various constants depending on (IU,, )I,,2 and 
!I 24 1il ,I:, 
(By (15) and (16) we have also 
jy; I,W,l ‘2z4,)JI;dl<c, <cYz (17) 
0 
if A.l(ii) is assumed: which is not used later.) 
Using (16) we shall derive the decay estimate or E(u(l)). By Lemma 1 
and (16) WC see 
with 0 = w/(nr -- 2r + 4), and hence 
i’+’ I,~~~(~)I~;u'Y~c, i" ' I,~~,(.~)II:(I,-"'~~~. (19) -I d ,
Here WC note that 2( 1 - 0) ,< 2 -Y, and (19) implies 
Now, multiplying the equation by U, gives 
and. by the assumption on o(o): 
(‘+I II~~,(~)I~;-~~~c 1” ’ i o(u,)u,fhh “I -, - s-2 
It follows from (20) and (21) that 
and hence there exist f , E [I, t + l/4], t2 E [I + 3:‘4. I + 1 ] such that 
I/u,(r,)~12 d C, D(t)’ “: i= !, 2. (73) 
Thus, multiplying the equation by u(l) and integrating over [-rl. I?] x ,(,! wc 
have 
where WC have used the assumption Al(i). 
It follows immcdintcly from (21): (22). and (24) that 
) ilVu(s)IjfdL~< C:, (/I(t)““- “‘+ SUP !iVu(.s)l ; D(f)’ ” 
-,: , i: \ r; , ,- I 
+D(r)‘- 2r+&)(t)2j =/f(l)’ (25 :! 
and hence (see (20)), 
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Therefore. there exists t* E [t,, t2] such that 
have 
E(u(t*)) < CA(t)’ and we 
sup 
I 5; 9 5.. , , I 
E(U(.S)) < E(u(r*)) ‘J :y ‘- ’ j12 a(u,) Zf, rfx ds + j,‘+ ’ j-., Jjir, / nx rfs 
< C,(D(/)“” ‘jJ+D(t)2- 2’+n(t)2-‘+fj,j(f)2) 
+a,<y:‘7,, Iw~)‘l:. (27) 
Since E(u(l)) is bounded (see (16)) D(t) is also bounded and hence by (27) 
WC arrive at the dikrence inequality 
with 1’ = min( 1 -- 0, I - r), that is, 
Note that 
(2-r)/2r=(: ~:~~~~;l!;4 if(n-2)r>n-4 
: ifn>,5andO<r<(n-4)/(n-2). 
Now, we apply Lemma 2 to (28) to obtain the desired decay estimate 
under the assumption on &(t). 
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